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HIGHLIGHTS

• Dust extinction at 4–6 km over TD shows a different interannual variation from that at 1–4 km in springtime.
• The de-coupled variability of dust extinction across 4 km over TD exists only in spring due to the unique topography.
• High dust levels below 4 km over TD are necessary but not sufficient conditions for eastward dust transport.
• Dust extinction above 4 km over TD is more related to dust transport at high altitudes over downwind regions.

ABSTRACT

During the springtime, mineral dust from the Taklimakan Desert (TD) is lifted up to high altitudes and transported long distances by the westerlies. The vertical distributions of Taklimakan dust are important for both long-range transport and climate effects. In this study, we use CALIOP Level 3 dust extinction to describe interannual variation of dust extinction in TD aggregated at each 1 km interval (1–2 km, 2–3 km, 3–4 km, 4–5 km and 5–6 km) above mean sea level during springtime from 2007 to 2016. 87% of dust extinction over TD is concentrated at 1–4 km taking a major composition of dust aerosol optical depth (AOD) and only 8.1% dust AOD is at 4–6 km. Intannual variation of seasonal and monthly dust extinction at 1–4 km is almost as same as dust AOD ($R > 0.99$) but different from that at 4–6 km ($R$ are around 0.42). Our analysis provides observational evidence from CALIOP that vertical dust extinction over TD has distinctively different variability below and above 4 km altitude and this threshold divides dust transport in TD into two systems. Taklimakan dust aerosols are more related to dust transport at high altitudes (4–10 km) than low altitudes (0–4 km) over downwind regions. High dust extinction below 4 km over TD is necessary but not sufficient conditions to ensure dust transport easterly, while high dust extinction levels at 4–6 km over TD are both necessary and sufficient conditions; such contrast leads to the de-coupled interannual variability seen by CALIOP.
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1. Introduction

Airborne aerosols are an important component of the Earth’s atmosphere. They can cause air pollution posing health hazards for humans and affect the radiative budget and hydrological balances of the atmosphere. Globally, the largest source of aerosols to the atmosphere is mineral dust generated from the erosion of soil resulting from natural causes as well as significant contributions from human activities. The Sahara Desert in North Africa is the largest source of mineral dust with annual emissions estimated of about 800 Tg. In East Asia, the Taklimakan Desert (TD) and the Gobi Desert (GD) are the two largest dust sources producing about 200 Tg of emissions annually (Tanaka and Chiba, 2006). Seasonally, dust storms over East Asia occur primarily in spring. TD is located in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in northwestern China, bounded by the Kunlun Mountains to the south, the Pamir Mountains and Tian Shan to the west and north. GD is located to the east of TD. In TD, the prevailing wind direction and hence the direction of sand dunes motion (Sun et al., 2001) are easterly and northeasterly almost all year long. Thus, due to the unique topography, Taklimakan dust lower than 5 km may not be easily transported out of this desert (Ge et al., 2014), but it can be entrained to above 5 km up to 10 km and transported horizontally over long distances by the westerlies during dust storms (Yumimoto et al., 2009).

The altitudes of Asian dust loading in the atmosphere are important for both long-range transport and climate effects. Case studies show that Taklimakan dust can reach the upper troposphere 4 to 10 km above sea level (MSL) by strong convective updrafts, and then be transported more than one full circuit around the globe in about 13 days (Omar et al., 2009; Uno et al., 2008; Yumimoto et al., 2009). All the altitudes reported hereafter are above mean sea level (MSL). Eguchi et al. (2009) found a two-layered dust vertical distribution over northeastern Pacific and North America in May 2007: the upper dust cloud (4–10 km) was above the major clouds layer mainly originated from a dust storm of the Taklimakan Desert and probably was unmixed with Asian air pollutants; the lower dust layer (0–4 km) was largely generated from a dust storm of the Gobi Desert and well mixed with anthropogenic aerosols. In addition, the radiative effects of Asian dust are significantly determined by the vertical distributions (Huang et al., 2014). The net dust aerosol climate effects (direct, indirect, and semidirect effects) are still highly uncertain. The model simulations of aerosol vertical distributions differ up to one order of magnitude leading to large uncertainties of climate effects (Textor et al., 2006). In this study, we examine the vertical distributions of dust particles over TD and downwind regions using satellite observations.

The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), carried on The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) has been acquiring the first-ever, continuous multiyear global aerosol and cloud profile data since June 2006 (Winker et al., 2010). Based on the active lidars of particulate depolarization ratio at 532 nm with a near zero depolarization ratio for spherical aerosol, CALIOP can effectively distinguish non-spherical aerosol (e.g. dust, volcanic ash) from spherical aerosols (e.g. industrial pollution, biomass burning smoke, and marine aerosol) (Winker et al., 2009). CALIOP aerosol profiles provide quantitative characterization of elevated aerosol layers in major transport pathways. Yu et al. (2012) estimated based on CALIOP and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aerosol products that on an annual bias, 140 Tg of dust is exported from East Asia, of which 56 Tg reaches North America. The zonal bands of 30°–40° N and 40°–50° N are major transport routes of Asian dust with 10–20 Tg of annual dust flux respectively, and the band of 50°–60° N is a minor route with about 5 Tg of annual eastward dust flux. The annual trans-Pacific dust transport (120–130 Tg of dust) occurs mainly above the boundary layer with 90–100 Tg of dust above 5 km. The two-layer dust structure over East China and the Pacific Ocean results from the combination of the two Asian dust sources (i.e. TD and GD) with the Taklimakan dust particularly at high altitudes (Eguchi et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2008; Uno et al., 2008).

While the vertical cross-section of the CALIOP dust extinction has been widely used to investigate vertical structures of dust storm episodes individually, few studies have provided longer-term observational evidence for the relationship between the vertical extent of Taklimakan dust and its transport impacts. Liu et al. (2008) provided a height resolved global view of dust aerosols from the first year CALIPSO lidar measurements, which just describes seasonal dust layer vertical extent over East Asia. Yu et al. (2010) discussed aerosol vertical distribution over East Asia using one-year CALIOP data. Yu et al. (2012) estimated vertical dust outflow from Asia using four-year CALIOP data and six-year MODIS data. The CALIOP dataset covering June 2006 to present provides a decade-long record of aerosol profiles, which allow us to investigate the interannual variations of vertical distribution of Taklimakan dust and aerosols over downwind regions. In this study, we use the CALIOP Level 3 Aerosol Profile products in springtime during the period from 2007 to 2016. Section 2 briefly describes the CALIOP Level 3 aerosol retrievals. Section 3 presents the decoupling of interannual variations of dust extinction profiles and dust aerosol optical depth (AOD) over TD derived from CALIOP, which is found to exist only in spring. In Section 4, we discuss mechanisms and transport impacts. Lastly, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. CALIOP data

CALIOP was launched in April 2006 and is a part of the A-train constellation of satellites. The A-train satellites give a 16-day cycle, crossing the equator northbound at about 1330 local time. As the primary instrument carried on the CALIPO satellite, CALIOP is the first polarization lidar to provide global, 3-D measurements of atmospheric aerosols (Winker et al., 2009). CALIOP acquires lidar backscatter profiles at 532 nm and 1064 nm, containing parallel and perpendicular polarized returns at 532 nm. The vertical sample resolution is 30 m up to 8.2 km and 60 m between 8.2 km and 20.2 km. A cloud-aerosol discrimination (CAD) algorithm is used to distinguish cloud and aerosol in the retrieval (Liu et al., 2009). At each aerosol layer, aerosols are classified into 6 specific types: dust, smoke, clean continental, polluted continental, clean marine, and polluted dust. Each aerosol type is assumed to have a consistent lidar ratio, $S_a$ (the ratio of aerosol 180-backscatter to extinction), which is used to retrieve aerosol extinction by type (Omar et al., 2009; Winker et al., 2009).

CALIOP Level 2 products contain height-resolved geophysical parameters such as aerosol backscatter, extinction, depolarization and aerosol typing classifications along the CALIPO tracks. The Level 3 (L3) products are aggregated from the Level 2 data and gridded at a global resolution of $2°$ (latitude) × $5°$ (longitude). In this study, we used the CALIOP Version 3, Level 3, monthly-mean gridded aerosol extinction data at 532 nm covering the springtime (i.e. March, April, and May; MAM) periods from 2007 to 2016. The vertical resolution of the gridded Level 3 products is 60 m from the surface up to 12 km. Only nighttime data were used because the quality of CALIOP daytime retrievals is degraded by the interference of sunlight (Winker et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2015). The comparison between daytime and nighttime data is shown in the supplementary material (Fig. S1 and Table S1). CALIOP L3 monthly mean extinction profiles are classified into four sky conditions: all-sky, cloud-free (no cloud), cloudy-sky-transparent (thin cloud), and cloudy-sky-opaque (thick cloud). Data under all-sky conditions is the weighted mean of all the other sky conditions. In the rest of this section, we define the horizontal and vertical study coverage of TD by CALIOP data and examine whether CALIOP AOD has a good agreement with MODIS AOD on interannual variation over TD.

Fig. 1 shows the spatial distribution of springtime nighttime CALIOP-retrieved dust AOD (Fig. 1a) and the ratio of dust AOD to AOD (Fig. 1b) over East Asia during 2007–2016. TD is defined geographically as the
region between 35°–43° N and 75°–90° E (black rectangle in Fig. 1). Dust AOD has a maximum regional-mean of 0.47 over TD and then decreases eastward to lower than 0.3. Dust AOD accounts for 97.4% of AOD over TD, indicating most of the aerosols are mineral dust. By comparison, dust AOD contributes to 79% of AOD over GD (39°–45° N and 95°–110° E), the second largest dust source in China. Once lifted above the boundary layer, dust emitted from TD and GD can be transported over long distances by the mid-latitude westerlies. For other regions over East China, the ratio of dust AOD to AOD is typically <50%. The main transport routes of Asian dust are within 30°–50° N showing both high levels of dust AOD and the ratio of dust AOD to AOD, consistent with previous studies (Eguchi et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2012).

Fig. 2 compares the mean dust extinction profiles (Fig. 2a) and the number of accepted dust samples (Fig. 2b) over TD during MAM of 2007–2016 under the four sky conditions described above. Accepted dust samples report dust aerosol samples in each 3-D grid cell of CALIOP L3 data that were detected and passed all quality assurance filtering criteria (https://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/resources/calipso_users_guide/data_summaries/l3/index.php#samplesaerosoldetectedaccepteddustpolluteddustsmoke). The extinction profile under the all-sky conditions is the weighted mean extinction of the other three sky conditions. Under the all-sky, cloud-free, and cloudy-sky-transparent conditions, dust extinction increases rapidly from 0.01 km⁻¹ at 0.8 km to above 0.1 km⁻¹ between 1 km and 3.3 km with peaks at around 1.5 km. The extinction decreases gradually to 0.01 km⁻¹ from 3.3 km to 6 km and maintains an extremely low value above 6 km. Under the cloudy-sky-opaque conditions, dust extinction has distinct values only between 3.3 km and 4.3 km with a maximum of about 0.01 km⁻¹. Dust extinction below 3.3 km may be underestimated in this case due to screening out aerosols under the thick clouds. However, the number of accepted dust samples under the cloudy-sky-opaque conditions is far less than that of the other sky conditions, therefore minimizing the influence of such bias on dust extinction averaged under the all-sky conditions. All-sky dust extinction accounts for almost all of the AOD between 1 km and 6 km. Therefore, all the CALIOP data shown hereafter are under the all-sky conditions (L3 nighttime products at 532 nm) during the spring months (MAM) of 2007–2016, unless stated otherwise.

AOD retrievals from MODIS have been widely used to investigate aerosol optical properties because of their extensive coverage and high quality. Here we used the L3 550 nm AOD from MODIS on Aqua retrieved by the Deep Blue algorithm, which is designed to retrieve aerosols over bright surfaces such as deserts (Hsu et al., 2006; Sayer et al., 2013). Fig. 3 compares the MODIS and CALIOP AOD over TD during MAM of 2007–2016. The springtime mean AOD from CALIOP is consistently lower than the Deep Blue AOD from MODIS-Aqua by about 20%, similar to previous results (Ma et al., 2013; Redemann et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2010). The regional-mean AOD and dust AOD from CALIOP are 19% and 21% lower than the Deep Blue AOD from MODIS-Aqua respectively. Despite this difference, the interannual variations of AOD and dust AOD from CALIOP are consistent with those from MODIS. The temporal correlation coefficients between the two products (i.e. MODIS Deep Blue AOD and CALIOP AOD) are 0.19 for the seasonal mean and 0.62 for the monthly mean. The low coefficient for the seasonal mean is mainly due to the AOD difference of 2016, although month-to-month variations within 2016 are similar between the two products. The correlation coefficients between the two products increase to 0.61 for the seasonal mean and 0.74 for the monthly mean after excluding the 2016 data. Dust extinction from CALIOP, which is the major composition (about 97%) of CALIOP AOD over TD, shows a slightly higher correlation with MODIS Deep Blue AOD on the interannual time scale. The difference between CALIOP and MODIS AOD over TD can be explained in part by the fact that CALIOP AOD is the nighttime data and MODIS Deep Blue AOD is the daytime data and the two instruments retrieve AOD at different wavelengths. In spite of the differences (Kim et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2013; Redemann et al., 2012), CALIOP AOD has a good agreement with MODIS AOD in terms of interannual variation over TD, which is the focus of this study.

3. DE-coupled variability of vertical dust extinction over TD

3.1. Springtime

In this section, we examine the interannual variations of dust extinction vertical profiles over TD during MAM of 2007–2016. Despite the fine vertical resolution (60 m) of the CALIOP L3 aerosol extinction products, we integrated dust extinction over each 1 km interval between 1 km and 6 km (i.e. 1–2 km, 2–3 km, 3–4 km, 4–5 km and 5–6 km) to reduce the likely impacts of random errors from sampling on dust aerosol extinction profiles (Fig. 2a). Fig. 4 shows the breakdown of mean dust AOD over TD by altitude. Dust extinction below 4 km accounts for about 87% of the total dust AOD, and the fraction is 6.54%, 1.55%, and 0.66% at 4–5 km, 5–6 km, and above 6 km, respectively.

Dust extinction decreases dramatically with altitude; the mean extinction at each 1 km interval is 0.186 (1–2 km), 0.143 (2–3 km), 0.082 (3–4 km), 0.031 (4–5 km), and 0.007 (5–6 km). Fig. 5a shows the normalized time series of dust extinction by altitude. Normalized Dust Extinction (NDE) was calculated as follows:

\[ NDE = \frac{(DE-\mu)}{\sigma} / 6 \]

where DE, \( \mu \) and 6 are dust extinction, ten-year springtime mean dust extinction and standard deviation of ten-year springtime dust extinction.
extinction over TD during 2007–2016 on seasonal or monthly scales, respectively.

Dust extinction at 1–2 km, 2–3 km and 3–4 km show very similar interannual variations with each other and with the whole column dust AOD, but the variations at 4–5 km and 5–6 km are very different from those below 4 km and the whole column dust AOD. For example, dust extinction below 4 km has a pronounced peak in 2011 and a minimum in 2009, but dust extinction above 4 km had a minimum in 2011 and the 2009 value was close to the 2007–2016 mean. The mean correlation coefficient of dust extinction at each 1 km bin at 1–4 km and at 4–6 km with dust AOD over TD is 0.85 and 0.45 respectively. The largest change in correlation coefficient occurs at 4 km (Table 1).

For simplicity, we further integrated dust extinction over two altitude intervals: 1–4 km and 4–6 km. Fig. 5b shows the normalized time series of these integrated dust extinction. The de-coupled interannual variability between 1–4 km and 4–6 km dust extinction as observed by CALIOP is the focus of our analysis in what follows. This phenomenon also shows up in the monthly-mean time series of dust extinction (Fig. 5c), suggesting the difference exists not only on the seasonal scale but also on the monthly scale to some extent. In the

---

**Fig. 2.** Mean 532 nm dust extinction profiles (a) and the numbers of accepted dust sample (b) over TD. Data shown are averages of MAM of 2007–2016. Green, black, blue and purple solid lines show dust extinction profiles under the all-sky, cloud-free, cloudy-sky-transparent and cloudy-sky-opaque conditions respectively; the red dotted lines show the vertical study boundaries (1–6 km) of TD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 3.** Time series of seasonal-mean (a) and monthly-mean (b) CALIOP 532 nm AOD (black solid line), dust AOD (red solid line) and MODIS-Aqua Deep Blue 550 nm AOD (blue solid line) over TD during MAM of 2007–2016. The black, red and blue number in Fig. 3a shows multiyear-mean of CALIOP AOD, CALIOP dust AOD, and MODIS Deep Blue AOD. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
supplementary material (Table S2), we verified that the variations shown in Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c are not caused by sampling biases of CALIOP at different altitudes.

3.2. Other seasons

Since we found the de-coupled variability of dust extinction at 1–4 km and 4–6 km over TD in spring, this section examines if the same phenomenon exists in other seasons. We first compared CALIOP AOD and dust AOD over TD with the MODIS Deep Blue AOD during all the months of 2007–2016 (Fig. S2a), using the same datasets described in Section 2. The multi-year mean AOD from CALIOP (0.328) is higher than the Deep Blue AOD from MODIS-Aqua (0.307) by 6.8%. Dust AOD counts for about 87.8% of the CALIOP AOD, suggesting dust is consistently the major composition over TD in all the seasons. Both AOD and dust AOD have distinct seasonal variations with a peak in spring. When all the months are considered, the interannual variations of AOD and dust AOD from CALIOP show better agreements with MODIS AOD than those in spring only (discussed in Section 2): the temporal correlation coefficients between the two products is 0.82 for AOD and 0.85 for dust AOD. Fig. S2b shows the multi-year mean annual cycle of MODIS-Aqua Deep Blue AOD, CALIOP AOD, and CALIOP dust AOD during 2007–2016. As shown in Table 2, the orders of seasonal AOD and the ratios of dust AOD to AOD are both: MAM > JJA (i.e. June, July, and August) > SON (i.e. September, October, and November) > DJF (i.e. December, January, and February). MODIS Deep Blue AOD is consistently higher than CALIOP AOD in the springtime but lower in other seasons.

The de-coupled variability of dust AOD across 4 km over TD is found to exist only in spring. Dust AOD accounts for 62.9% of AOD over TD in wintertime (i.e. DJF) and only 1.9% of dust AOD are at 4–6 km, both values being much lower than those of the other seasons (Table 2) suggesting much fewer dust particles can be uplifted up to above 4 km in winter. The de-coupling of dust extinction at each 1 km bin with dust AOD happens at around 5 km and 3 km in summer (i.e. JJA) and fall (i.e. SON) respectively (not shown), using the same method in Section 3.1. In addition, dust AOD at 1–4 km in summer and fall is <85% of that in spring, suggesting less and/or weaker dust events in TD.

Thus, the CALIOP L3 data presented above suggests the de-coupling of dust AOD across 4 km over TD is found to exist only in spring. Dust AOD accounts for 62.9% of AOD over TD in wintertime (i.e. DJF) and only 1.9% of dust AOD are at 4–6 km, both values being much lower than those of the other seasons (Table 2) suggesting much fewer dust particles can be uplifted up to above 4 km in winter. The de-coupling of dust extinction at each 1 km bin with dust AOD happens at around 5 km and 3 km in summer (i.e. JJA) and fall (i.e. SON) respectively (not shown), using the same method in Section 3.1. In addition, dust AOD at 1–4 km in summer and fall is <85% of that in spring, suggesting less and/or weaker dust events in TD.

Thus, the CALIOP L3 data presented above suggests the de-coupling of monthly–mean dust extinction between 1–4 km and 4–6 km over TD only occurs in spring. In this season, the correlation coefficient between dust AOD and dust extinction at each 1 km bin below 4 km is large and significantly decreases above 4 km, suggesting an altitude threshold for Taklimakan dust. In next section, we discuss mechanisms and transport impacts.

4. Discussions

4.1. Mechanisms

Previous AOD studies showed that dust storm events are responsible for high levels of dust extinction and AOD over TD and even the whole East Asia region (Ginoux et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2008). AOD reaches high levels during dust episodes. However, these
The unique topography around TD and the occurrence frequency of dust events in TD lead to a complex mechanism of dust transport. Geographically, TD is surrounded by high mountains (average > 5 km) to the north, west, and south (Fig. 6). The thresholds of altitude around TD are around 4 km shown in Fig. 6d. The prevailing wind directions in TD is easterly and northeasterly almost all year long (Ge et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2001). It is only when Taklimakan dust particles are uplifted above 4 km and entrained in the westerlies that they begin to undergo long-range transport. Huang et al. (2008) reported that the majority (91.1%) occurrence frequency of dust events in TD is the weak dust event (“floating dust”) with only 1.4% of those is dust storm using surface observations. Dust particles during dust storms are more likely to be lifted up to high altitudes above 4 km, while those during weak dust events cannot. Model simulations of a dust storm in May 2007 supported this mechanism (Eguchi et al., 2009; Uno et al., 2009; Yumimoto et al., 2009). Dust extinction below 4 km and above 4 km results mainly from the most frequently weak dust events and the occasional dust storms, respectively. Chen et al. (2014) estimated that about 50% of dust aerosols are deposited locally over TD because of the unique topography. Only 25% and 23% of Taklimakan dust is transported to other regions, respectively. Chen et al. (2014) estimated that about 50% of dust aerosols are deposited locally over TD because of the unique topography. Only 25% and 23% of Taklimakan dust is transported to other regions, respectively. Chen et al. (2014) estimated that about 50% of dust aerosols are deposited locally over TD because of the unique topography. Only 25% and 23% of Taklimakan dust is transported to other regions, respectively. 

Our analysis above provides observational evidence from CALIOP that vertical dust extinction over TD has distinctively different variability below and above 4 km altitude and this threshold divides dust transport in TD into two systems qualitatively. There is a relatively stable system of closed-loop dust transport under 4 km. Dust aerosols during weak dust events are lifted up, blocked by high mountains, and then deposited locally leading to the same levels of dust source and sink. Dust aerosols during dust storms can be transported easterly above 4 km, leading to lower local deposition of dust than the source. Thus, the decoupled variability is a manifestation of the two separate vertical systems of dust transport over TD. Since only dust above 4 km can be transported outside of TD, we examine the relationship between dust extinction at 4–6 km over TD and dust transport impacts in the next section.

4.2. Transport impacts

Fig. 7 shows two layers of multiyear-mean dust AOD and the ratio of dust AOD to AOD over China: the upper layer (4–10 km) and the lower layer (0–4 km). The splitting of 0–4 km and 4–10 km is chosen somewhat arbitrarily so that we can better explain the transport impacts of the de-coupled variability of dust extinction across 4 km over TD. We extend 4–6 km to 4–10 km for the upper layer because Taklimakan dust can reach the upper troposphere 4–10 km by strong convective updrafts, and then be transported eastwards (Eguchi et al., 2009; Grousset et al., 2003; Uno et al., 2009; Yumimoto et al., 2009). For a better display, dust AOD at the upper layer (4–10 km) is multiplied by 10. Dust AOD at 4–10 km shows a clear west-to-east gradient (Fig. 7a), decreasing gradually along longitude from 0.047 at 90°–95°E to 0.026 at 115°–120°E between 33° N and 43° N (Table S3), which indicates the main transport route of Taklimakan dust at the upper layer. The ratio of dust AOD to AOD at 4–10 km maintains high levels (>50%) to the east of 120° E, consistent with this transport route. Dust AOD at 0–4 km does not show the similar distinct gradient at 4–10 km, and increase along longitude from 0.171 at 90°–95°E to 0.394 at 115°–120°E between 33° N and 43° N (Table S3). The ratio of dust AOD to AOD at 0–4 km sharply decreases to <50% to the east of 110° E and even <25% to the east of 120° E. The reduction of the ratio of dust AOD to AOD at 0–4 km is mainly due to high portion (>50%) of polluted dust (i.e., dust mixed with biomass burning smoke and urban pollution) in Fig. S3, while the upper layer is less likely to mix with polluted dust. Thus, we defined a Transported Region (TR, 90°–110° E, 33°–43° N) based on the west-to-east gradient close to TD.

To examine transport impacts of dust extinction at 4–6 km over TD, we defined two groups of the dust extinction at 4–6 km (Table 3). “High_4–6 km” includes those months with monthly mean dust extinction at 4–6 km exceeding the 80th percentile of the whole monthly-mean over TD, and ‘Low_4–6 km’ contains those not more than the 20th percentile. Thus, the difference between High_4–6 km and Low_4–6 km can be attributed primarily to the effects of dust extinction at 4–6 km over TD. Fig. 8 shows the spatial distributions of dust AOD at 4–10 km and 0–4 km over East Asia under these two conditions during spring of 2007–2016. The regional-mean statistics for vertical dust AOD differences are summarized in Table 3. Compared to the ‘Low_4–6 km’ conditions, dust AOD over TD under the ‘High_4–6 km’ conditions increases 34.3% and 308.8% at 1–4 km and 4–6 km, respectively. This suggests that higher levels of dust under 4 km are necessary for uplifting dust aerosols up to 4 km over TD. The dust AOD differences over TR are +23.7% at 4–10 km and −29.5% at 0–4 km. In addition, dust AOD differences at 4–10 km over TR show a clear west-to-east gradient, decreasing from +89.2% to −29.7%. Thus, Taklimakan dust aerosols are more related to dust transport at high altitudes (4–10 km) than low altitudes (0–4 km) over the downwind regions.

To distinguish the transport effects of the de-coupled interannual variability, we also defined ‘High_1–4 km’ and ‘Low_1–4 km’ in Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>DJF</th>
<th>MAM</th>
<th>JJA</th>
<th>SON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of dust AOD to AOD (%)</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD (1–4 km)</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of dust AOD (1–4 km) to dust AOD (%)</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD (4–6 km)</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of dust AOD (4–6 km) to dust AOD (%)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. Surface elevation statics for all columns in grid cell in kilometers above local mean sea level, obtained from CALIOP Version 3, Level 3 data. The black rectangle shows the study region of TD.

Fig. 7. Two layers of multiyear-mean dust AOD (left column) and the ratio of dust AOD (right column) to AOD over East Asia during spring of 2007–2016: the upper layer (4–10 km; upper row) and the lower layer (0–4 km; lower row). For a better display, dust AOD at the upper layer (4–10 km) is multiplied by 10. The black rectangles show the study region of TD and the transport region (TR, 90°–110° E, 33°–43° N).
4, using the same method described above. Compared to Low_1–4 km, dust AOD over TD increase 158.2% at 1–4 km and 51.4% at 4–6 km respectively under the High_1–4 km condition (Table 4). However, there is no west-to-east gradient for dust AOD differences at 4–10 km over TR (Fig. 9) with even decreasing 10% and 7.6% over 90°–95°E and 95°–100°E (Table 4). Thus, high levels of dust under 4 km over TD are not the sufficient conditions for dust transport at 4–10 km over TR. When the increasing ratio of dust AOD at 4–6 km (+308.8%) is greatly more than that at 1–4 km (+34.3%) shown in Table 3, Taklimakan dust aerosols are more likely uplifted at high altitudes and entrained into dust transport outside of TD. It suggests that if there are more frequently weak dust events uplifting more dust aerosols below 4 km but not enough dust above 4 km, dust aerosols will be deposited locally and not transported outside of TD, leading to no gradient at 4–10 km over TR. When the increasing ratio of dust AOD at 4–6 km (+51.4%) is much less than that at 1–4 km (+158.2%) shown in Table 4, Taklimakan dust aerosols are more likely deposited locally due to the unique topography of TD. Consequently, the de-coupled interannual variability in this study is resulting from the two dust transport systems in TD.

To summarize, Taklimakan dust aerosols are more related to dust transport at high altitudes (4–10 km) than low altitudes (0–4 km) over downwind regions. High dust extinction below 4 km over TD is necessary but not sufficient conditions to ensure dust transport easterly, while high dust extinction levels at 4–6 km over TD are both necessary and sufficient conditions; such contrast leads to the de-coupled interannual variability seen by CALIOP.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have investigated the interannual variation of dust vertical distribution over TD using monthly-mean CALIOP Level 3 products during MAM of 2007–2016. Taking dust extinction profiles and accepted dust sample profiles into account, we focus on dust extinction between 1 km and 6 km under the all-sky conditions. CALIOP 532 nm

![Fig. 8. Spatial distributions of dust AOD at 4–10 km (left column) and 0–4 km (right column) over East Asia under the ‘High_4–6 km’ condition (upper row) and the ‘Low_4–6 km’ condition (lower row) during spring of 2007–2016. For a better display, dust AOD at the upper layer (4–10 km) are multiplied by 10. ‘High_4–6 km’ and ‘Low_4–6 km’ are defined in Table 3. The black rectangles show the study region of TD and TR.](image)
AOD generally agrees well with MODIS Deep Blue 550 nm AOD with correlation coefficient 0.62 for monthly-mean.

Dust extinction at each 1 km interval (1–2 km, 2–3 km, 3–4 km, 4–5 km and 5–6 km) has its distinct interannual variation. Dust extinction at 1–2 km, 2–3 km and 3–4 km show very similar interannual variations with each other and dust AOD, but the variations at 4–5 km and 5–6 km are very different from those below 4 km and dust AOD. Interannual variation of seasonal and monthly dust extinction at 1–4 km is almost as same as dust AOD (R > 0.99) and different from that at 4–6 km (R are around 0.42). There seems a distinct boundary at 4 km, consistent with the topography threshold of mineral dust from TD for long-range transport (Eguchi et al., 2009; Ge et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2001; Uno et al., 2009). We apply the comparison for four seasons of 2007–2016 and find that the de-coupled variability of dust extinction across 4 km over TD exists only in spring.

The Taklimakan Desert is a permanent arid desert, in which dust can be entrained to high altitudes by winds. Geographically, TD is surrounded by high mountains (average > 5 km) to the north, west and south. The prevailing wind directions in TD are easterly and northeasterly almost all year long (Ge et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2001). Thus, dust at elevations below 4 km cannot be easily transported out of this desert (Huang et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2001). Our analysis provides observational evidence from CALIOP that vertical dust extinction over TD has distinctively different variability below and above 4 km altitude and this threshold divides dust transport in TD into two systems. Taklimakan dust aerosols are more related to dust transport at high altitudes (4–10 km) than low altitudes (0–4 km) over downwind regions. High dust extinction below 4 km over TD is necessary but not sufficient conditions to ensure dust transport easterly, while high dust extinction levels at 4–6 km over TD are both necessary and sufficient conditions; such contrast leads to the de-coupled interannual variability seen by CALIOP. The de-coupling of dust extinction profiles over TD may require verification with longer-term observations when more data become available in the future. The interannual variation of dust extinction between 1–4 km and 4–6 km identified here provides a useful metric that may be used to forecast dust concentrations and evaluate model performance in simulating long-term dust profile variability in China.

### Table 4

Same as Table 3 but for 1–4 km over TD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>High, 1–4 km</th>
<th>Low, 1–4 km</th>
<th>Difference between High, 1–4 km and Low, 1–4 km (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitions</td>
<td>Dust extinction at 1–4 km ≥ the 80th percentile of the whole monthly mean over TD</td>
<td>Dust extinction at 1–4 km ≤ the 20th percentile of the whole monthly mean over TD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD</td>
<td>At 1–4 km over TD 0.628</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>+158.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD at 12–6 km over TR</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>+51.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD at 4–10 km over TR</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>+42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD at 0–4 km over TR</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>+11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dust AOD (4–10 km) in TR</td>
<td>90°–95°E 0.038</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>–10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95°–100°E 0.032</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>–7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100°–105°E 0.043</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>+24.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105°–110°E 0.038</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>+62.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 9.** Same as Fig. 8 but for 1–4 km over TD. ‘High, 1–4 km’ and ‘Low, 1–4 km’ are defined in Table 4.
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